The aim of this instrument is that students assess both their experience and the organization as a
learning scenario
Date: ___________________

Student’s name_________________________________________________

ID._____________

Bachelor _________________________________________________________

Organization’s name ________________________________________________

The activities started on _______________, and finished on _________________

Assess the organization according to the following aspects:
1. Did the organization provide you with their rules, guidelines and directions related to your
functions?
✔

Insufficient
I was not provided
with the rules,
guidelines and
directions

Average
I was provided with
some rules, guidelines
and directions

Good
I was provided with
almost all rules,
guidelines and
directions

Excellent
I was provided with
all rules, guidelines
and directions

2. Did the organization trained you for the development of your activities?
✔

Insufficient
They did not train me

Average
They scarcely trained
me

Good
They partially trained
me

Excellent
They fully trained me

3. Did the organization provide the necessary resources for the development of your activities?
✔

Insufficient
They did not provide
the necessary
resources

Average
They provided only a
few of the necessary
resources

Good
The provided almost
all of the necessary
resources

Excellent
They provided all the
necessary resources

4. Did the organization meet the activities described in the offered project?
✔

Insufficient

Average

Good

Excellent

The activities were
never consistent with
the original project

The activities were
seldom consistent
with the original
project

The activities were
normally consistent
with the original
project

The activities were
always consistent
with the original
project

5. Did the organization meet the work schedules, appointments and meetings?
✔

Insufficient
They were never
punctual

Average
They were seldom
punctual

Good
They were normally
punctual

Excellent
They were always
punctual

6. Did the organizational environment facilitated your work and harmony in the organization?
✔

Insufficient
Never

Average
Seldom

Good
Normally

Excellent
Always

7. Was your boss’s supervision adequate timely and in due form?
✔

Insufficient
Never

Average
Seldom

Good
Normally

Excellent
Always

8. Did the organization provide the benefits (dining room, transportation, payment, etc.) agreed
at the beginning of your practice?
✔

Yes

No

9. Which benefits did the organization provide? (You may choose more than one option)
Monthly payment

Less or equal to
✔ MXP $2000

From MXP $2001
to $3500

From MXP $3501
to $5000

More than
MXP $5000

Medical insurance
Transportation
Dining room
Uniform
Food allowance
Travel allowance
Other (describe)
10. Do you think the experience of your professional practices complemented your professional
training?
✔

Insufficient
My collaboration
never opened
different learning
opportunities

Average
My collaboration
seldom opened
different learning
opportunities

Good
My collaboration
normally opened
different learning
opportunities

Excellent
My collaboration
always opened
different learning
opportunities

11. Did you apply abilities not related to your BA during your practices?
Insufficient
The activities always
required me to apply
abilities not related to
my BA

✔

Average
The activities
normally required me
to apply abilities not
related to my BA

Good
The activities seldom
required me to apply
abilities not related to
my BA

Excellent
The activities never
required me to apply
abilities not related to
my BA

Good
The activities
normally demanded
me to apply abilities
related to my BA

Excellent
The activities always
demanded me to
apply abilities related
to my BA

12. Did you apply knowledge related to your BA?
Insufficient
The activities never
demanded me to
apply abilities related
to my BA

✔

Average
The activities seldom
demanded me to
apply abilities related
to my BA

13. Were you offered a position within the organization or any other relationship acquired
throughout your practices?
✔

Yes
No
(If not, go to question 15)

14. Did you accept or do you intend to accept the offer?
✔

Yes

No

15. Overall rating you assign to the organization as a learning scenario
✔

Bad

Average

Good

Very good

Excellent

